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The scope of the conducted work 
includes:
 - aerodynamic research for Polish and 

international aviation industry,
 - research & development work related to 

applied aerodynamics, which are also 
conducted within confines of European 
Framework Programmes,

 - wind tunnel studies of non-aeronautical 
aerodynamics conducted for automotive, 
construction, energy, space technology, 
sports, shipbuilding and military sectors,

 - commercial research studies for domestic 
and international customers,

 - close cooperation with aviation industry 
leaders, technical universities and entities 
from the R&D sector.

The Aerodynamics Research Laboratory 
employs highly qualified personnel with 
technical skills and expertise necessary for 
proper delivery of all works. 

The mission of the Aerodynamics 
Research Laboratory is to provide top-
class research services for the 
international scientific research 
market.

Aerodynamics Research Laboratory is a part 
of the Center of New Technologies (CNT).   
As part of its activities it conducts scientific 
and research & development work related to 
applied aerodynamics, which is unique both in 
Poland, as well as on global scale. 

The laboratory operates 5 wind tunnels, 
which includes the largest and the fastest wind 
tunnels in the Central-Eastern Europe. The 
center has one of the world's most advanced 
research infrastructure in terms of applied 
aerodynamics. Upgrade works implemented 
in the Laboratory, have been introduced in 
response to international market demand in 
the area of fluid mechanics and sophisticated 
requirements of economic and industrial 
sectors.

 
AB 129

The Aerodynamics Research Laboratory 
has implemented:
 - a Quality Management System 

compatible with the standard 
requirements, 

 - Laboratory Management System 
compatible with the requirements of 
the Internal Control System Criteria 
standard. 

Technical results of research obtained in the 
laboratory are recognized both by the 
International Standard Organization ISO as 
well as by International Laboratory 
Accreditation Cooperation 

Since 22nd October 1997, the Aero-
dynamics Research Laboratory has the 
Accreditation Certificate no.  AB 129  issu-
ed by Polish Centre for Accreditation .

AERODYNAMIC 
DEPARTMENT 

Aerodynamics Research
Laboratory

Activities of the laboratory cover high-priority 
areas with strategic importance in terms of 
the research work directions, such as:
 - environment:
   - environmental studies of wind resistance, 
 - energy and its resources:
   - aerodynamic studies of wind turbines, 

which are the latest solutions in energy-
generation technologies,

   - aerodynamic studies of power units and 
cooling towers,

 - transport infrastructure: 
   - aerodynamic studies of various means of 

land and air transport.
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e-mail: 
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Aerodynamic research of models and physical 
structures/objects.

Wind resistance tests of road systems, construction 
materials and products, construction products and 
structures. 

Aerodynamic research of models and physical 
objects/structures. 

Identification code
Research areas/scope

Accreditation scope no. AB 129

J/8; J/17; J/26

M/5; M/8; M/17;

N/8; N/17; N/26

Tests subject/product
Type of activities/tested 

properties/method
Reference 
documents

Models and physical 
objects/structures with 
maximum dimensions of:

 - two-dimensional objects:
   - chord - up to 1 m,
   - span - up to 4 m,

 - three-dimensional objects:
   - span - up to 4 m,
   - length - up to 4 m.
   - cross-section area 

2     - up to 2,5 m  .

Absolute values, non-
dimensional aerodynamic 
coefficients specific for the 
tested objects/structures.

Weight measurements of forces 
and moments of objects tested 
in the wind tunnel, within the 
following ranges:

 - forces - up to 14 000 N, 

 - moments - up to 3 000 Nm.

Absolute values, non-
dimensional aerodynamic 
coefficients.

Measurements of pressure 
distribution on objects tested 
in the wind tunnel, within the 
following range: 0.02 - 2 bar.

Visualization of flows around 
tested objects/structures. 

Flow velocity vector field in the 
wind tunnel, with velocities in 
the range of:

 - 0 - 90 m/s,

 - 0,2 do 2,5 Mach. 

Measurements performed using 
anaemometric imaging 
techniques.

Research Procedure 
JPB.03/LA
Issue 4, 
dated 24.05.2014

Wind resistance. 

Longitudinal and transverse 
permanent deformations. 

Wind tunnel tests, with the 
object's angle of attack in the 
range of from - 90° to + 90°.

Research Procedure 
JPB.04/LA
Issue 3, 
dated 24.05.2014

Research Procedure 
JPB.05/LA
Issue 4, 
dated 24.05.2014

Road anti-glare 
systems

PN-EN 12676 - 2:2003
Section 4

Participation in UE research projests: 
TFAST - „Transition location effect on 
shock wave boundary layer inter-action", 
research project  AAT.2010.1 .1-1 . 
AAT.2010.1.1-3. TPT GA. 265455 within the 
FP7 EU, 2012-2015.

ESTERA - „Multi-level Embedded Closed-
Loop Control System for Fluidic Active 
Flow Control Actuation Applied In High-Lift 
and High-Speed Aircraft Operations”, 
research project CSJU-GAM-SFWA-2008-
001 within the initiative Clean Sky, 2012- 
2014.

STARLET  -  „Basic wind tunnel 
investigation to explore the use of Active 
Flow Control technology for aerodynamic 
load control”, within the initiative Clean Sky,  
2012-2014.

UFAST - „Unsteady effects of shock wave 
induced separation”, research project 
AST4-CT-2005-012226 within the FP6 EU, 
2005-2009.

NAS-HiReTT - „Improved viscous 
coupled modelling for High Reynolds 
Number Civil Transport Aircraft Design”, 
research project GRD3-2001-60051           
within the FP5 EU.

CAPECON - „Civil UAV Applications and 
Economic Effectively of Potential Configu-
ration Solutions”, research project GRDl-
2001-40162 within the FP5 EU.

HELIX - „Innovative Aerodynamic High 
Lift Concepts”, research project G4RD-CT-
2001-00516 within the FP5 EU; 2001-2004.

"Highly Efficient Parallel 3D CFD Codes for 
Industrial Application" Copernicus Project 
PEGAS CP-94, 01239: 1995-1997.

UAVNET - Thematic Network - „Civilian 
Unmanned Air Vehicles”, research project 
GTC2-2000-33017 within the FP5 EU.

Research area/scope
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Low Speed Wind Tunnel (5 m)

Max speed

Test gas

Run time

Contraction ratio

Circuit length, meter

Model support:

Model position:

  angle of attack

  or after 90°rotate of model on sting

  sideslip angle

Test section size:

   Diameter

   Length

Drive AC Electric Motor:

   megawatt

   max fan

Model size: 

  airplane

  buildings, etc.

90 m/s 

air

continuous

4.84

134 m

struts, sting, floor mounting

-40° up to +45°

90°

�b180°

5.0 m

6.5 m

5.6 MW

400 rpm 

up to 4 m wing span

up to 4 m fuselage length

up to 4 m high
2or max. 2.5 m  cross section

Type of Wind Tunnel 
closed circuit with open test section 

+-

Secondary Flow Installation

SF80

Max mass flow rate

Max air flow temperature

 

SF

Max mass flow rate: 

Test gas

400 45 kg/s

air

2 kg/s

250 oC

+-

Upgraded in 2015, this low-velocity wind 
tunnel is a closed-loop tunnel, with an open 
measuring space, which has 5 meters in 
diameter and is 6.5 meters long. Dimensions, 
engine power (5.6 MW) and wind speed (90 
m/s) place this tunnel among world's leading 
low-velocity wind tunnels. 

Additionally the wind tunnel is equipped with 
an innovative SF400 and SF80 secondary flow 
systems generating additional air flows, with 
the maximum mass flow rates of 45 kg/s and 2 
kg/s, accordingly. The SF80 system allows also 
the medium temperature to be raised to 

o250 C. This unique system permits testing of 
aircraft engines' internal components or their 
models under simulated takeoff and landing 
conditions and in increased exhaust gases 
temperatures.

As part of the Aerodynamics Research 
Laboratory research activities, the following 
tests are performed in the wind tunnels: 
 - measurements of forces and moments, 
 - measurements of pressure distributions,
 - flow visualizations.

These tests are performed on models of 
aircraft and helicopter parts (fuselages, 
rudders and stabilizers, main and tail rotors), 
buildings, navy ships, cars, trains and two-
dimensional profiles. 

Tests involving measurements of dynamic 
stability, aeroelastic model deformation and 
laminar flow parameters are also performed. 
The wind tunnel allows testing of aircraft 
models with wingspans up to 4 m, non-
aircraft models, which generate aerodynamic 
drag (residential and public buildings, bridges, 
industrial structures) with heights of up to         
3 m and cross-section area (perpendicular to 

2the flow direction) of up to 2.5 m  and 
models of rotors up to 3 m in diameter. 

For tests not related to aviation, a special flat 
plate is installed in the measuring area. 
Correct velocity and turbulent airflow 
profiles are achieved by relevant modi-
fications of this plate surface.

Main features

Aerodynamics Research Laboratory



Helicopter Model Wind Tunnel 
Investigation
The special stand for helicopter models 
testing has been constructed which can be 
used for studying:
 - fuselage models,
 - rotor models,
 - rotor and fuselage models together.
The maximum rotor model diameter is 3 m. 
The model is remotely controlled. 

Rotor-fuselage models investigations
The stand in Institute of Aviation can be used 
for investigation of fuselage models together 
with rotating rotor models. The rotor-
fuselage configuration is investigated for 
studying mutual interference of these two 
parts of helicopter. The pitch and yaw fuselage 
angles, flow velocity, collective and cyclic 
blades pitch can be changed continuously. The 
fuselage loading is obtained with six 
component internal strain gauge balance. The 
rotor loading is measured by another six 
component strain gauge balance, too. For 
fuselage/rotor configuration the pressure 
distribution over the fuselage surface can be 
measured by strain gauge transducer 
connected to the pressure scanning system 
Scanivalve 48D9GM in various flight regimes.

Rotor models investigations
The isolated rotor model investigations are 
conducted with 3 m diameter models. The 
similarity criteria are fulfilled which allows to 
study the aeroelastic phenomena on rotor 
blade. The Mach scaling is applied, i.e. the rotor 
and model tip speeds are the same (the 
Froude scaling can be also applied). The rotor 
model blades fulfill the criteria of dynamic 
similarity, it means that the mass, the sections 
centers of gravity, the bending and torsion 

stiffness distributions along the blade model 
are kinematics. For hingeless rotor model 
testing the hub stiffness is modelled.
   
The parameters, which can be changed and 
controlled during these investigations are:
 - rotor pitch angle,
 - rotor rotational speed,
 - wind tunnel flow velocity,
 - rotor collective and cyclic blade pitch 

angles.
The static and dynamic values of the 
essential parameters for rotor quality can be 
measured i.e.:
 - rotor loading (six components),
 - force in blade push rod,
 - bending and torsional deflections of rotor 

blade,
 - angles of rotation in hinged hub model,
 - deflections of elastic hub elements.
 
Ground effect simulation
The simulation of the influence of ground on 
rotor characteristics is provided by fixing the 
special flat plate below the rotor model.

Rotor diameter 

Loads measurement 

Rotor speed 

do 3 m 

6-component 

strain gauge

do 1500 rpm

Institute of Aviation



The Trisonic Wind Tunnel is in operation since 
1965. The tunnel is a blow-down type with 
partial recirculation of the flow and can be 
operated in all three regimes, subsonic, 
transonic and supersonic. Mach number can 
be changed in range M = 0.2 - 2.3. 

The tunnel is supplied from two spherical 
compressed air tanks with the combined 

3volume of  2880 m  and maximum pressure            
of 6.5 atm.  The air is compressed using two 
2000 kW centrifugal compressors and is 
appropriately purified and dried. 

The average operating time of the wind 
tunnel, is: 
 - for supersonic Mach velocities - about                

3 minutes,
 - for subsonic Mach velocities - about                   

5 minutes,
 - for low subsonic  Mach velocities                  

(0.2 - 0.5 Mach) - for over ten minutes.

Measurements are performed in a measuring 
chamber with the diagonal cross section of 
0.6 x 0.6 m, which makes this wind tunnel 
one of the largest and fastest facilities of this 
type in Poland. 

 

0.6 x 0.6 m

1.5 m

M = 0.2 - 2.3 

air

Test section dimensions:

  height x width

  length

Wind speed

Test gas

Capabilities:
 - wind tunnel tests of aircraft models, 
   the measurement of their aerodynamic 
   characteristics and pressure distributions 
   for Mach number M = 0.2 ÷ 2.3,
 - aerodynamic load measurements on 
   airframe part models (wings, horizontal 
   and vertical stabilizers, control
   surfaces, external pods and stores, etc.),
 - hinge-moment measurements for tail 
   units,
 - buffeting boundary determination and its 

intensity in a wide range of flow 
velocities,

 - oil flow visualisation and Schlieren 
method of visualisation (coloured and 
b/w),

 - airfoils aerodynamic characteristics,   
 - the aerodynamic design of aircraft wings, 
   profiles (also with a high lift coefficient),
 - unsteady pressure measurements with 
   control and actuation mechanism for flap 
   and profile oscillations.

 

Main features

Trisonic Wind Tunnel

Aerodynamics Research Laboratory



 

0.15 x 0.15 m

1.5 m

M = 1.22 - 3.5

air

Test section dimensions:

  height x width

  length

Wind speed

Test gas

 

1.5 m

2.4 m

40 m/s

air

15 m/s

Test section dimensions:

  diameter

  length

Maximum wind speed 

Test gas

Minimal wind speed 

The Low Turbulence Wind Tunne is an 
atmospheric, open-circuit tunnel with two 
linked, closed, rectangular test sections. 
The front test section (1.75x2.28 m) is dedi-
cated for the investigations for the airflow 
speed up to 8 m/s. The rear test section has 
smaller dimensions (0.5x0.65 m) but the 
airflow speed of 85 m/s may be achieved.
The wind tunnel is powered by two direct-
current engines, rated 5.1 kW and 64 kW, 
which are selected depending on the 
required agent velocity (40 m/s).

Capabilities:
In the wind tunnel may be conducted:    
 - the pressure distribution tests, 
 - strain gage balance tests, 
 - CTA tests or a flow visualisation (smoke, 
   oil or PIV). The tests may concern laminar 
   airfoils, airplanes, helicopters, ships or any 

other object which require low 
turbulence of the airflow. 

   Main features

Low Speed Wind Tunnel (1.5 m) Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel

Main features

Rear test section parameters:

  height x width

  length

  maximum speed 

Test gas

Front test section parameters:

  height x width

  length

  maximum speed 

 

0.5 x 0.65 m

1.3 m

85 m/s

Air

1.75 x  m

2.40 m

8 m/s

2.28 

Main features

Supersonic Wind Tunnel

The Supersonic Wind Tunnel is a blow-down 
tpe with a closed test chamber of                  
0.15x0.15 m. The velocity range is                 
M = 1.22 - 3.5.  The tunnel is used for research 
on aerodynamic phenomena related to super-
sonic flow like: boundary layer interaction 
with a shock wave.

The Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a closed-
circuit, continuous-flow low speed tunnel 
with the 1.5 meter diameter open test 
section.  The wind tunnel is powered by              
a 55 kW electric engine with 4-blade, 
constant-speed fan. The maximum velocity           
of the medium is 40 m/s.

Capabilities:
 - balance tests: models of 2D airfoils 
   and 3D objects,
 - roughness effect tests,
 - optimisation of flap geometry and 
   position,
 - hinge-moment optimisation for ailerons 
   and tail units, 
 - pressure distribution tests, 
 - tufts and minitufts with UV-light flow 
   visualisations,
 - smoke flow visualisation,
 - PIV 3D flow visualization. 

Institute of Aviation
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